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Abstract

Role has become an essential concept for designing interactions among
agents in autonomous open distributed systems. While roles in closed dis-
tributed systems are completely defined during designing, roles in open
multi-agent systems may be dynamically allocated during interaction be-
tween agents and depend on capabilities, actions, goals and types of or-
ganization that the agent is dispatched.

The purpose of this paper firstly extends the role approach with capa-
bilities and actions and then develops a relational algebra among types of
roles. An algorithm of allocating roles to agents and an application sce-
nario corresponding to a social organization structure of a multi-auction
commercial service system will be investigated.

1. Introduction

In the recent years, designing open multi agent systems based on the concept
of role in social organization has attracted many researches ([1]-[18]). In con-
trast to closed multi-agent systems, whose roles are completely defined during
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designing and typically represented as a group of fixed tasks and responsibil-
ities; in open multi-agent systems, roles may be dynamically allocated during
interaction process between agents. It means that an agent which takes or does
not take a role depending on its capabilities and goals the agent is dispatched.
Various approaches to modeling roles, defining relationships among roles and
assigning roles are generally based on some aspects such as capabilities, actions,
goals, group and team and depended on social organization structure of sys-
tems. According to Deloach ([5], [6]), a role requires a set of capabilities and an
agent undertaking the role needs to be assessed by degree function with value
from 0 to 1. However, concrete properties of a role, behaviors assigning to the
agent with the role as well as relation types are not described in this model.
Odell et al. ([10], [11], [12]) attach role with the concept of group and then
role is defined as a set of standardized responsibilities for behaviors in a defined
group. Representing role and designing systems based on role in this model
are expanded from UML and as a result, it becomes popular with community
of object oriented development. However, like the model given by DeLoach,
properties of role and behaviors agents need to perform when undertaking role
are not defined. Xu and Zhang ([13], [14]) introduce a representation of role
based on destinations, schedule, actions, a set of authorization, protocol and
implemented state. Destination is attached to concrete roles and is carried
out according to schedule set of that role. Relationship among roles is defined
based on relations such as inheritance, incompatibility, composite etc. This
model discriminates concepts of role and role instances to support role assign-
ment in a system. According to Cabri et al ([1]- [4]), a role is represented
as a set of capabilities and behaviors. Then these capabilities and behaviors
will be dispatched to an agent undertaking the role. Interaction among agents
with roles is described in BRAIN framework which in turn is based on actions
and events; roles will be assigned during interaction process by RoleLoader.
One of important features of this approach is that modeling role with starting
requirements, capabiltites and behaviors are described in XML. This model,
briefly B-role in this paper, is investigated and utilized in developing a rela-
tional algebra among roles and then building an algorithm of allocating roles to
agents. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 considers
the scenario of multi-auction in e-commerce which is used as illustration exam-
ple and then presents formalization of roles and their relationships. Section 3
presents the algorithm of dynamically allocating roles to agents. Section 4 is
a comparison with related works. Finally, Section 5 is conclusions and further
work.
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Table 1: Roles in multiauction commercial system
Manager Manage the system
Notifier Notify the results of auction section

Auctioneer Seller with auction
Bidder Buyer with auction

EnglishAuctioner Seller with English auction
DutchAuctioner Seller with Dutch auction
SealbidAuctioner Seller with Sealbid auction
EnglishBidder Buyer with English auction
DutchBidder Buyer with Dutch auction
SealbidBidder Buyer with Sealbid auction

2. Modeling Role and Role Relational Algebra

2.1. A Scenario: Multi-auction in E-Commerce

This section presents a scenario on multi-auction in commerce that is used as
an illustration example for the rest of the paper. In such a context, buyer
agents, on behalf of buyers, may select auction types such as English Auction,
Dutch Auction, Sealed-bid Auction or Reserve Auction for purchasing. They
can take more than one role related to various auction types. Seller agents, on
behalf of sellers, may propose to sell items with different auction types. The
system is managed by a Manager Agent whose responsibility is to control a role
library and to assign roles to the corresponding agents. Roles in this system
can be summarized as in Table 1.

2.2. Modeling Role

Definition 1. ([4]) A role is defined as a tuple r =< Q, C, B >, in which Q is
a set of initial requirements, C is a set of capabilities and B is a set of behaviors
an agent undertakes when assigned to the role.

In the multi-auction commercial system, the role English-Bidder is repre-
sented with < Q, C, B > as in Table 2 and then in XML as in Table 3 in which
three new XML tags are added: Require: a set of starting requirements for this
role; Capability: a set of capabilities granted by the role agent; Behavior: a set
of behavior for this role.

2.3. Relational algebra of Roles

Let R = {ri} be a set of roles, in which ri = < Qi, Ci, Bi >, i = 1,..,n are roles
as in Definition 1.
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Table 2: English bidder role
Role Name English Bidder

Q Own an account, know English auction rule
C Join an English auction, re-bid
B Bid, re-bid, payment

Definition 2. (Equality Relation) Given two roles r1 =< Q1, C1, B1 > and
r2 =< Q2, C2, B2 >. Two roles are equal, denoted r1 ≡ r2, iff Q1 = Q2,
C1 = C2, B1 = B2.

Equality relation between two roles r1 and r2 introduces that when two
agents fulfills all initial requirements, and has similar capabilities, they may
own the same behaviors.

Proposition 1. Equality relation ≡ satisfies the following properties:
(i) Reflexive: ∀r ∈ R(r ≡ r)
(ii) Symmetric: ∀r1, r2 ∈ R(r1 ≡ r2 ⇒ r2 ≡ r1)
(iii) Transitive: ∀r1, r2, r3 ∈ R((r1 ≡ r2) ∧ (r2 ≡ r3) ⇒ (r1 ≡ r3))

Definition 3. (Inheritance Relation) Given two roles r1 = < Q1, C1, B1 >
and r2 = < Q2, C2, B2 >, role r1 inherits from role r2, denoted r1 extend r2,
iff Q2 ⊆ Q1, C2 ⊆ C1, B2 ⊆ B1 .

Proposition 2. Inheritance relation (extend) satisfies the following properties:
(i) Reflexive: ∀r ∈ R ⇒( r extend r)
(ii) Transitive: ∀r1, r2, r3 ∈ R((r1 extend r2)∧(r2 extend r3) ⇒ (r1 extend r3))

In the multi-auction system, roles English-Bidder, Dutch-Bidder inherit
from Bidder; roles English-Auctioner, Dutch-Auctioner inherit from Auctioner.
And then, we can consider Bidder and Auctioner as abstract roles and inheri-
tance relation can be represented as in Table 4.

Definition 4. (Incompactibility Relation): Given two role r1 =< Q1, C1, B1 >
and r2 =< Q2, C2, B2 >, r1 is incompactible w.r.t r2, denoted r1 not r2, iff
Q1 ∩ Q2 = ∅

Incompactibility relation between two role r1 and r2 shows that they can-
not be taken by an agent at the same time. Let Incomp(r1) to be a set of
incompactible roles w.r.t r1. It is easy to prove the following propostition:

Proposition 3. Incompacitability relation satisfies the following properties:
(i) Non-reflexive: ∀r ∈ R(r not r)
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Table 3: English bidder role in XML

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<role xmlns:xsi=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance”

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation=”XRole.xsd”>
<name>bidder</name>
<context>auction</context>
<description>

This-role-is-the-bidder-of-an-auction.
</description>

<keyword>auction</keyword>
<keyword>bidder</keyword>

...
<require>

<name>account</name>
<description>has-a-valid-account-to-bid</description>

</require>

<capability>
<name>join</name>
<description>join-an-auction</description>

</capability>
<capability>

<name>re-bid</name>
<description>make-more-than-one-bid</description>

</capability>
.

<behavior>
<name>bid</name>
<description>Makes-a-bid.</description>
<content>

<description>Bid.</description>
<type>Price</type>

</content>
</behavior>

...
</role>
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Table 4: Inheritance Relation between English-Bidder and Bidder

Role name Bidder English Bidder
Q Own an account own an account, know English auction rule
C re-bid re-bid, join an English auction
B bid, rebid, payment bid, re-bid, payment

Table 5: Including relation between Manager and Notifier
Role name Manager Notifier

Q own an admin account own an admin account
C creat an auction, assign role Notify
B create, assign role Notify

(ii) Symmetric: ∀r1, r2 ∈ R (r1 not r2 ⇒ r2 not r1)

Definition 5. (Including relation) Given two roles r1 =< Q1, C1, B1 > and
r2 =< Q2, C2, B2 >, r1 is including r2, denoted r1 includes r2, iff Q2 ⊆ Q1.

Definition 6. (Incompactibility Relation): Given two role r1 =< Q1, C1, B1 >
and r2 =< Q2, C2, B2 >, r1 is incompactible w.r.t r2, denoted r1 not r2, iff
Q1 ∩ Q2 = ∅

Including relation between two roles r1 and role r2 shows that when an
agent takes the role r1, it must also be assigned r2.

Proposition 4. Including relation satisfies the following properties:
(i) Reflexive: ∀r ∈ R(r and r)
(ii) Transitive: ∀(r1, r2, r3) ∈ R((r1 and r2) ∧ (r2 and r3) ⇒ (r1 and r3))

In multi-auction commercial system, roles Manager and Notifier have in-
cluding relation (agent which takes Manager is also assigned role Notifier).
Table 5 represents Manager and Notifier with < Q, C, B >.

Definition 7. (Add-in relation) Given two roles r1 =< Q1, C1, B1 > and
r2 =< Q2, C2, B2 >, r1 is add-in w.r.t. r2 , denoted r1 add r2, iff r1 Incomp(r2)
and B1 ∩ B2 = ∅.

Add-in relation between two roles shows that both of them can be assigned
to an agent at the same time and then sets of behaviors corresponding to two
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roles are separate.

Proposition 5. Add-in relation satisfies two properties:
(i) Reflexive: ∀r ∈ R (r add r)
(ii) Symmetric: ∀r1, r2 ∈ R, (r1 add r2 ⇒ r2 add r1)

In multi-auction commercial system, roles Bidder and Auctioner has add-in
relation. For example, a buyer agent may join more than one auction-section,
and a seller may take part in a different section with different items.

3. Allocating Roles to Agents (ARA) - An Algo-
rithm

This section introduces the algorithm ARA (ARA: Allocating Roles to Agents)
of allocating role. Let R be a set of roles, each of which is represented in the
form < Q, C, B > and relations on R are defined as in Section 2. Consider the
system with the following social organizational characteristics: Leading role is
a special role that is responsible for managing the role library and assigning
roles to agents. Manager agent will undertake this role and then, all ordinary
agents must register to the agent before taking roles. Being accepted, ordinary
agents may send a request to Manager agent to take or release roles. There are
three types of requests: Query : checking the availability of a proposed role;
TakeRole: taking a role;Release: releasing a role.

Let R be a role class library represented in XML, a[] a set of ordinary agents
and r∗ be a leading role.

The following operators are used in the role assigning algorithm.
CreatManagerAgent(agent): Creating a manager agent, assigning Manager

role to the agent;
RegisterOrdinaryAgent(agent): Registering ordinary agents requiring multi-

auction services;
TakeLeadingRole(am, r*): Assigning Leader Role to Manager Agent and in

turn, the agent is responsible to assign roles to ordinary agents;
CreatRoleInstances(am, R): Manager agent takes responsibilities to manage

role library and role instances.
ReceiveRequest(a[i]): Receiving requests from ordinary agent a[i] and then

returning a Request Type.
Reserve(r): Reserving the role r for the agent sending the Query Request
Notify(a[i], r, message): Notifying the agent a[i] about status Found and

NotFound of role r.
Assign(a[i], r): Assigning role r to agent a[i], including a set of capabilities

C and a set of behaviors B.
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Table 6: ARA Algorithm
ARA-algorithm()

1. Inititialize
CreatManagerAgent(am);
RegisterOrdinaryAgent(a[]);

2. Create role instances
TakeLeadingRole(am, r∗);
CreatRoleInstances(am , R);

3. Assigning role
for each agent a[i] in a[]

Q = ReceiveRequest(a[i]);
case Q is Query(r)

if Search(r, R) then
Reserve(r);
Notify(a[i], r, Found);

else
Notify(a[i], r, NotFound);

case Q is TakeRole(r)
if Check-Start-Requirement(a[i], r) then

Assign(a[i], r)
if Check-Compatibility(a[i].role, r) then

Suspend(r.Behavior);
case Q is Realease(r)

Deact(a[i], r);
endfor
UpdateRelationship(a[]);

End ARA-algorithm
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Check-Start-Requirement(a[i], r): Checking starting requirements against
agent a[i] with role r. This function returns a Boolean value.

Check-Compactibility(a[i].role, r): Checking the compactability of the role
r with other roles assigned to a[i]. Returning is a Boolean value.

Suspend(r.Behavior): Stoping all behaviors of agents whose roles are in-
compactable with role r.

Deact(a[i], r): Suspending execution of actions of role r by agent a[i].

4. Related Works

Modeling a role with a 3-tuple < Q, C, B > in XML was introduced by Cabri
et. al ([2], [3], [4]), but in their model, role relationship algebra is not fully con-
sidered. Xu and Zhang ([13], [14]) also considered some role relationships and
proposed an role assignment algorithm AR-mapping. However, their relation-
ships and algorithm were only suitable to their role model in Z specification
and moreover components of role are not described clearly in relationships.
Relations of role algebra, such as equal, merge, incompactibility etc., were
considered by Karageogos et al. [9], but their role definition is based on re-
sponsibilities and the linking between components w.r.t. each relation is not
defined. In this paper, we have used the role model with 3-tupe < Q, C, B > to
develop a role relational algebra with these components. Furthermore, based
on these relations, we have constructed the ARA-algorithm for allocating roles
to agents.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents the algebra of roles based on the role model with 3-tupe
< Q, C, B > proposed by Cabri et al. ([1]- [4]). In this relational structure,
some relations such as equality, inheritance, incompactability, including, and
add-in are considered as criteria for designing the algorithm of allocating roles
(ARA) in a multiagent system. Manager Agent owns the ”super-role” Leader
that is responsible for managing and assigning roles to agents. Such an archi-
tecture introduces the characteristics of a social organizational structure for
the role allocation algorithm. A scenario of application of these relations has
been proposed for the multi-auction commercial system. We are currently in-
vestigating additional relations of roles as well as the process of allocation of
roles within different social organization structures. We are also working on
designing and implementing the architecture with roles and the application
scenario of multi-auction in JADE Framework ([18]). The research results will
be presented in our further work.
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